
LTAP2022 WALL WORKS FINALISTS

Sandra McMahon Stitched Colour II cotton thread on 
tapestry canvas

$300.00 The squares of small stitched colour creates a jewel like surface, exemplifying my ongoing exploration of the 
emotional and spatial qualities of colour. 

Vicki Ratcliff Morning chat oil on canvas $660.00 Laughter, wisdom, problems and tears- that little act of sharing can lift my day in more ways than anyone can 
know. 

Jessica 
Anne

Alexander After the rains oil on linen $600.00 I painted this windflower, thinking about how it was untarnished in-spite of the flooding rains and how this 
imperfect, often cruel world remains stubbornly beautiful. 

zorica  purlija Purple Dreams C-type lustre print $420.00 Purple Dreams honours kids playing in Centennial Park around trees, treasured moments which parents 
keep.

Fiona O'Byrne Succulent Friends Oil on linen $995.00 I love succulents! These gorgeous plants are easy to grow and are a simple way to create a garden that 
sparks wonder in your life.

Jules Gray Mixed Lollies Handwoven Wool 
Tapestry

$580.00 Creating a design using a needle and bright coloured wool makes me feel incredibly centred, happy and 
joyful.

Kate Meade Chain of Hearts Gouche and 
Embroidery on 
Paper

$350.00 The simple pleasure of enjoying a chain of hearts growing ever so slowly but surely, draping gently over 
cupboards and ledges with such presence. 

Jan Reeves Kitchen Table Acrylic on board $250.00 I spend lots of time at my kitchen table/art studio. It's my happy place, a place of exploration, curiosity, 
conversation, eating, drinking, laughter and wordle!

Kristen Lethem Landscape with 
Cloud

Acrylic on 300gsm 
watercolour paper

$650.00 A sunny day, a gentle breeze….A cloud floats by, and settles over a distant hill…. Little things, that bring me 
joy.

Jules Gray The Motel Carpet handwoven wool 
tapestry

$580.00 My tapestry is based on a 70's motel carpet and it has bought back many happy memories of all the fun 
Aussie road trips!

Sophie Dalgleish Spiritual growth oil on wooden 
panel 

$420.00 When contemplating nature I feel that nature has a talent for making me content and grateful 

Leonie McIntosh The Big Prawn Oil on cradled 
wood

$490.00 The biggest little prawn! This Aussie icon is admired by many and brings joy with its huge orange personality.

Daniela Minns Kiss me in the 
dark 

acrylic paint / paper 
collage on board

$450.00 It's raining again, a moonless night, warm inside with you. After all this time with you it's the little things. Kiss 
me in the dark.

Kim Grivas Little Things Oil on birch panel $700.00 Amidst a cityscape lays a little cottage filled with little things that hold GREAT value. Where powerful magic is 
found in the humblest of objects.

Anthony Guerrera Salutation Acrylic on canvas $150.00 The warm kiss of sunlight is the simplest of pleasures.

Tanya Baily Socks Watercolour on 
Board

$800.00  Little things that lift my spirits are a bright Sydney winter's day, and the triumph of the socks coming out of 
the washing in pairs.

Sarah Park Lego Sarah (Mini 
Self Portrait)

Oil on Board $250.00 As my step-in to be photographed when I go on adventures or commemorate a moment, Lego Sarah 
reminds me always be grateful for my experiences.

Clare Walker Loungeroom Linoprint $320.00 I love being in my loungeroom because I can stare at my plants and the patterns in my furniture and it feels 
so aesthetically pleasing.

IAN THOMAS Royal Pearl buttons and 
beads on wool

$600.00 A little celebration of a few of my favourite things - pearly kings and queen, Basquiat, glitter, camp and drag

Susan Shortridge Burnt Out oil on board $275.00 These matches mirrored how exhausted I felt after so much global turmoil, and yet painting them made me 
feel hopeful. 

Amanda Ogilby Contentment Oil on canvas, 
framed in Tas Oak

$350.00 The simple feeling of contentment having a safe and cosy place to rest at the end of the day brings me so 
much joy.

Natalie Mitchell Click! Printmaking - 
Etching

$300.00 Heading out to seek and capture little pieces of magic is good for the soul. 

Olivia Arnold The Hill Scribed drawing 
and ink on 
clayboard panel

$600.00 This scene sits at the bottom of a hill I must scale before I get home, the moon lets me know I am almost 
there.

Alison Smith Esther Oil on aluminium 
panel

$680.00 'Esther' is a response to the works of Sylvia Plath. Plath challenges me with her words, engaging me to 
extend to a happy uncomfortable. .

Belinda Smith Linework terracotta, majolica 
glaze

$125.00 More than just horizontal lines - a complex field of beginnings and ends, threads of line weight vying for 
positive and negative space.

Trish Tait Breath of summer Watercolour $490.00 The delicious scent of Sweat peas takes me back to my grandmothers garden. Joyous little breaths of 
summer, holding treasured childhood memories. 

Evie Adasal Desert Sunset acrylic on wood $640.00 The sweet humbling that comes with pausing at sunrise or sunset. Ceremony at its simplest, connection to 
land and spirit. It IS the little things.

Miranda Summers Joy Berry oil $640.00 It's each little part of painting that makes up the whole. The application of oil balanced like berries on 
painting knife in brightly coloured stacks.

Erika Sorby Simple Sardine Oil on board $250.00 This is a simple sardine. This painting makes you focus on the little thing.

Josephin
e

Wesley Mike Oil on Panel $200.00 The little things, nostalgic memories while I paint my children's toys now they have grown

Hannah Cooper An hour out of 
Alice 

Handwoven 
naturally-dyed 
mulberry silk

$450.00 The red dirt between Mparntwe and Uluṟu left ochre stuck between my toes and the soul of our beautiful land 
stuck firmly in my heart. 

Heather Miller Merge Oil on canvas $160.00 The slow breathing and heavy limbs of a child asleep in my arms and how that moment feels awash with 
peace.

vanessa Stockard Alice oil on dibond $790.00 Fairytales and childhood nostalgia are important themes throughout my work and Alice from Alice in 
Wonderland is a character that I feel a connection with.

Michaela Laurie Cherry Blossom 
Love Song

Coloured pencil $495.00 Spring - the first cherry blossoms bloom. The fragrant air is full with the joyful sound and sight of dancing 
and courting Blue Wrens.

Adam Galic Little worlds Oil on linen $550.00 Looking into the rock pools I get lost in their own little worlds. For those few moments I feel absolute bliss. 

Annabel Butler Little Yellow Tree oil on canvas $600.00 I am grateful for time spent in the landscape - an opportunity to appreciate the beauty of the play of colour 
and light in nature.

Cheryl Scowen Last of my 
mother's paper 
whites

prismacolour pencil $275.00 Flowers for me are a gentle reminder of my connection to love, kindness, creativity, time and generosity; with 
the bonus of colour, complexity and fragility.

Nicole Nelius Persimmon on 
shell 

Acrylic on canvas $660.00 With all the chaos around us, I love creating moments of stillness at home by balancing objects from nature. 
Add beautiful dancing light; pure magic.

Nick Barlow Ruby and Ivan 
making gnocchi

Oil on ply $265.00 There is nothing like the little joys experienced while cooking with those closest to you; lots of laughter, 
delicious flavours, full bellies.

Felicia Finlayson Sharing acrylic $395.00 Sharing is a small thing, however it brings so much joy with a sense of love and belonging to others. 

Tara Axford Lost in thought mixed media 
collage on board

$500.00 Being able to reimagine a place I have visited by reusing and repurposing old paintings and prints. The 
rebirth of something new from the discarded.

Jennifer Rosnell Little Ferry - 
Merinda II

Oil on Board $580.00 This sweet little timber ferry travels from Palm Beach to Patonga. It is an adventure in itself while taking in the 
beautiful Pittwater views.

Rosa Griffith Gray Street Acrylic on plywood 
canvas

$350.00 My work reminisces the 'little' things we realise when we stop for a moment - the afternoon sun against a 
wall, the stranger picking flowers.

Peggy Zephyr Utzons Dreaming acrylic on board $550.00 Sitting outside the opera house with a cold G&T taking in the  sunset never fails to make me grateful and 
happy to live in Australia.

Mai Cao I always love the 
cake store on the 
ground floor of my 
childhood house

Mixed media - 
mono screenprint & 
drawing

$105.00 My work illustrates the everyday scene of my childhood house in Vietnam and my favourite little cake store, 
'Bánh kẹo', on the house's ground floor.

Clare Lewis Morning Mist at 
Mugga Ridge

oil on canvas $300.00 The overwhelming joy I feel when I wake to find the landscape cloaked in a magical mist

Emma McNamara Riverbed, 
Rungutjirpa

Oil on board $209.00 Painting the colours of the riverbed rocks at Rungutjirpa makes me happy

Caroline Esbenshade Chiaroscuro wine 
no.1

Polaroid 600 Film $125.00 During Melbourne’s lockdowns I combated monotony by enjoying small luxuries; capturing them with instant 
film when time had changed and days where passed in seclusion.

ASHLEA MCFARLANE SENESCENCE Multiple layers of 
photography and 
digital painting

$650.00 Even when flower senescence begins, the decomposing and the details are beautiful to represent. 'A thing of 
beauty is a joy forever'. 

Carolyn Harris Mellow Yellow Hand felted wool, 
silk and linen

$220.00 Velvety, golden spheres, Billy Buttons draw our attention- Bold on their determined stems, satisfying a deep 
fondness and comfort in symmetry, softness and rich hues. 

Sonya Jackson Meeting Place Ink on cotton paper $295.00 Linda and I would meet at Little Bay walk, chat and dream as teenagers. Her friendship is the BIG little thing 
that makes me happy.

Karlie Simring Doorway Surface embroidery 
+ applique, Linen + 
Cotton

$320.00 Noticing the beauty in my local, built environment, shape and tone are reduced, creating a new world to play 
in.

Linda Greedy Skeleton of John 
Dory

Oil on timber $520.00 Visiting the Australian Museum was a treat on a wet weekend. The small and intricate skeleton captured my 
attention. Beauty in small things. 

SARAH Walker Carrots from 
Gav's Garden

knitting, crochet $100.00 Love is gently expressed, without words, through the caring act of growing a garden of food to nourish his 
family. 

Olivia Godbee To Keep and Be 
Kept

Oil paint on board $450.00 When I stumbled upon this private porcelain moment, it brought me joy to know the young couple would be 
forever frozen in their first kiss.

Emma Dillon Hill The Only Way, 
2022

Soft Pastel on 
Italian Polycotton

$350.00 The little things I enjoy is making all elements come together for maximum impact with a small footprint.

Romany Fairall Sunroom Weaving Mixed media on 
canvas 

$150.00 I used glitter as its sparkles will always bring me joy, regardless of whether I like or dislike what I create. 

Gemma Bamforth Mineral Pencil on paper $600.00 If there would be one little thing to land on my plate, the extraordinary oyster would be it. 

Yi LI Marking time Textile $300.00 “Little stabs (sashiko)” going through little rags, my little pieces of zen time flow by…Can you see? Can you 
touch? 

Indie Draken Blush Synthetic polymer 
on canvas and 
hardwood

$590.00 Blush has been formed by focusing on a small aspect of a photograph, taking it and using it's colour, light 
and shade.



Table 1Lucie Billingsley Coral Polyp porcelain and hand 
dyed, recycled cotton 
fibre

$75.00 This work celebrates tiny coral polyps. These delicate animals always delight me with their intricate forms 
and dazzling display of colours.

Jennifer Oh Icarus Made It Ceramic stoneware $100.00 The winged vase intends to represent an Icarus that does make it out of the labyrinth and escapes his 
troubles and finds contentment.

jan downes Gathered together porcelain $100.00  Gathered together is about people coming together to enjoy each others company. A fabric mould has 
been sewn, the stitches gathered and  cast in porcelain. 

Michelle Kirk TEA DROPS $350.00 A simple small gesture of sharing a cup of tea with loved ones, warming my heart and taking time out for 
one another

Helen Shin Dancingvase clay $130.00 My dancing vase created a work of joy from representing soft curves to dancing shapes.

Nicole Ison Pied Oystercatcher in 
coastal habitat

Stoneware, underglaze, 
glaze

$160.00 Every time I hear the "peep peep" of a flying Pied Oystercatcher and see their black, white and red glide 
by it makes me smile.

Angie Russi Offering to The God of 
Small Things

Porcelain $190.00 I like to sit quietly and meditatively hand build small bowls and other sculptural elements. Meditation in 
clay;time to rest my mind makes me happy.

Emily Simmons Beachcombing Ceramics $220.00 I love to collect shells with my son and keep them in this treasure jar decorated with the maritime fishing 
villages of my home. 

Belinda Smith Strange Bird Terracotta with Majolica 
glaze

$125.00 Strange Bird is a curio of daydreams and wonder.

Robyn Campbell Sea-dream ceramic $80.00 ‘Sea-dream’ is a reminiscence of beach walks with young kids; the fun, the light, the forms and textures, 
the smooth collected shells in small hands…

Isobel Waters It's not as simple as 
black and white

Stoneware $400.00 Practicing wheel thrown ceramics continues to bring me much solace and happiness as I connect my 
mind and body with a beautiful medium. 

Claire Ellis Solace n1 Ceramic, recycled 
glass, eggshell, 
recycled clay bags

$90.00 Solace n1 is wheel-thrown lidded vessel made using ceramic materials and waste, it is a container for the 
comfort and hope found in little solutions.

Marianne Huhn a cup of tea Limoges porcelain and 
blue underglaze

$85.00 Happiness is a cup of tea, either shared or alone it gives me a moment to smile, sigh, pause and think.

Tash Tribe Argonaut Hand built Black Mid 
Fire clay

$165.00 For me, one of the greatest joys is discovering the architectural lessons of the shell. This piece was 
inspired by the Argonaut's elegant mathematical form.

Jennie Pottie Sleep in peace clay/ceramic $250.00 This is a sculpture of my miniature dachshund Fi, who makes me so happy everyday of her life. Captured 
soaking up the sun.

Ann Howe 'The Marks We Make' Ceramic- porcelain clay 
with porcelain slip

$100.00 No matter how small our lives may be, we leave behind marks of our impression on the earth and those 
we've connected with.

Gillian Hodes Holding The Light Porcelain $198.00 This tiny vessel is trying, but it just can’t hold light; it’s the futility of the attempt that fascinates me and 
brings me joy. 

Annabel Lahz Someone to watch over 
me

Mid fire white raku 
stoneware 

$140.00 “Someone to watch over me", are conjoined characters – one lovingly watching over the other and 
providing a reassuring and encouraging presence.

Susan Frost Converge Porcelain $200.00 I love the order of geometric patterns; they calm me and delight my eye.  Tonal gradations of the captured 
glaze evoke an enchanting jewel-like preciousness.

Roshni Senapati Joyful Abandon Porcelain and 
repurposed silk thread

$160.00 Smiling. Spinning and twirling. Surrendering to the heady, dizzy moment, to slowly stop and be still.

Tegan Georgette Feeling Blue, I love Blue Ceramics $350.00 I think their is something beautiful about allowing time to feel sadness. It is interesting how happiness 
always follows like a rainbow after a storm. 

Kate Dunn Walking and Seeing Clay $30.00 In the 2021 lockdown, I loved walking around and seeing small details of the streets around me, which 
before lockdown I hadn't noticed before.

Kaz Davis Filet verdigris stoneware, 
engobes,pigments, 
glaze

$440.00 A long time ago, a green metal meat safe fragment, patinated by the elements, nestled in a box of 
treasured things, made me feel happy.

Sandy Ji The Jinsa Porcelain clay $649.00 I used techniques I would normally apply to my larger work. The process was a challenge but taught me 
the sensibility of intricacy.

Kit-Fong Wong Simplicity Porcelain $88.00 Combining my love of the natural environment with my clay work, they give me great joy and satisfaction.

Mineko Shimazawa Dawn Porcelain $170.00 I always wished to hold a piece of sky in my hand like picking up seashells at the beach. Now, here is one 
for you.



LTAP2022 YOUNG ARTIST FINALISTS

Matilda Yee 5 From Our Garden Acrylic on Canvas $150.00 I love our garden, it has lots of bees and butterflies. I like to collect flowers for my mum, they 
make her happy. 

Alma Napthali 9 Sea Change Ceramics NFS A wet paper bag floating in the sea, home to a baby whale. it feels protected in a cave. This 
makes me feel happy.

Griffin Hincksman 12 Cows Playing 
Soccer

Photography NFS A group of cows playing soccer and not knowing how to play. Laughter is the best medicine, 
and, in this moment, I hope you smiled.

Emily Cahill 10 Message Books polymer clay, 
canvas, paint

$100.00 I love clay and plants and books and quotes. These little things make me happy.  Please pull 
out a message from the books. Enjoy !

Flo Nicholson 10 Chips in a Box Acrylic and pencil 
on canvas

$100.00 My cat is called Chips and she has no tail. She loves curling up in a box, which makes me very 
happy. 

Lily McMahon 14 Grumpy's Laksa Oil on Canvas 
Framed in Oak 

$100.00 My Grumpy (Grandpa) makes his Laksa when on family holidays to Echuca.  I hope he 
understands what this meal and himself means to me.

Maito Tanaka 13 Friendly finches Ceramic $45.00 When I go hiking, I love to see double finches chatting with each other. It makes me very relax 
when I heard them.

Vivienne Damichi 11 Warrio Mum Acrylic on canvas $25.00 This painting is my mum; a warrior. She stands through everything but still so beautiful. She 
knows all the little things that make us happy.

Jamie Levitt 14 Little Memories Digital artwork 
printed on fabric

$100.00 It's the little things that make up the memories of those we love.

Ruby Levitt 12 Little Things That 
Make Me Happy

Polymer clay on 
plywood board

NFS By making the most of the little things in life, each day is like discovering a pot of gold at the 
end of the rainbow!

Anoushka Rex 14 Inner Flower clay, ceramics, 
glaze.

$200.00 When I think of little things that make me happy, I think of nature and good times that made me 
feel comforted.

Isobel Woodcock 13 Pink Orchids Oil pastel $150.00 I love trips to the florist. I see loads of different flowers, their amazing shapes and colours 
inspired me to draw this.

Ted Heath 7 The Road To The 
End

Acrylic on canvas $50.00 "Little things make me happy, like going on road trips with my family."

Knox Bhatti 7 The Chicks Graphic marker NFS I chose to draw this picture because it is like a picture of my mum and me and my brother and 
chicks make me happy

Anna Bennett 8 Nature Acrylic on canvas $150.00 The Little Things…that make me happy is being amongst nature.

Natasha Bennett 11 Rain Acrylic on canvas $150.00 The Little Things….I enjoy is looking outside my bedroom window and see the rain drops.

Briony - 11 My Dog Luna Mixed media NFS My dog makes me happy because she is friendly and cheers me up when I am sad, and always 
loves to play.


